The Priory Primary School – Dip And Do Home Learning
Get Cooking:
During your time at The Priory, you have enjoyed
hundreds if not thousands of wonderful school
dinners cooked by Mrs Clitheroe and her team.
What were your favourite main courses and
puddings?
Try cooking them at home for your families to
enjoy.
Don’t forget to take a photo and post it on Seesaw
for me to see!

Get Experimenting:
In class we have enjoyed sharing different
mindfulness techniques. One of my favourite
is watching the colourful Kaleidoscope
screen. Can you experiment with different
tubes and beads or pieces of plastic to create
your own kaleidoscope? If you’re stuck follow
this simple video clip:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yShrIOj34
r0

Get Researching:
On 27th June, Year 6 will venture forth on our
much-anticipated trip to Osmington Bay!!
What can you find out about the local area of
Osmington Bay/ Portland Bill? What is the
coastline like there? Are there any significant
physical features? Make a list of all the natural
features of the coastline that you can find.

Get Writing:
Have you read a good book lately? Would
you recommend it to your friends?
Write a book review to ‘sell’ your chosen book
to your peers.

What are your best memories of your time at
The Priory Primary School? Do you think
your friends have the same memories?
Write down your favourite memory and create
a picture to illustrate this.

50 House Points to the person who completes the
most!!

Get Mathematical:

Look A Little Deeper
-What lies beneath?

Perhaps choose another book aimed at
younger children- what would they enjoy
about it? Try to encourage them to read the
book by writing an enticing blurb.

Get Thinking:

Get Electronic:
Are you up for a challenge?
You have achieved so much this year and you are
now looking forward to Secondary School. Get
ahead of the curve and use your IXL log in to
complete as many of the Maths and English
activities as you can.

How is your Mathematical Brain?
At Osmington Bay we shall be zooming down zip
wires, climbing up, and abseiling down towers. If
each of our class complete the zipwire twice and
the climbing and abseiling once, how far will we
have travelled? You will need to visit the website to
find out the distances involved!
Don’t forget that you need to include Ms Foster, Mr
Webb and Mr Stewart in your calculations!

Get Creative:
Can you create a poster to encourage your
family and friends to come to our
performance of ‘Aladdin Trouble'?
Be as creative as you like – make it fun and
colourful to entice the audience to attend!

Get Active:
During our trip to Osmington Bay, we will be
completing many physical challenges.
Can you design a fitness program for the
class to follow which will ensure that we are
ready to face any challenge?

Year 6 – Summer Term 2 - DIP INTO THE ACTIVITIES ABOVE WITH YOUR CHILD. YOU DON’T HAVE TO DO THEM ALL!

Get Performing:
Towards the end of term, we will be performing our
play, Aladdin Trouble. You now have the playscript
and words for the songs. Why not try to memorise
a part you would like to play or practice a song
ready for the auditions after Half Term?
You could post your audition on Seesaw if you do
not want to do it in front of your friends.

YOUR CHILD CAN PRESENT THEIR LEARNING IN A WAY
THAT THEY WOULD LIKE (BE IMAGINATIVE!) AND BRING IT INTO SCHOOL AS THEY COMPLETE IT TO SHARE WITH THEIR CLASS. ALL ACTIVITIES ARE OPTIONAL.

